
Stream
$1,000

River
$2,500

Wetlands
$5,000

Opportunity to speak at event and/or 
include a 30-second video in the event program

Logo on banner and table tents at event, 
recognition through social posts (audience of 9,500)

Logo in slideshow at event, on website, 
in emails (5,000 person mailing list)! 

Gauranteed Invites

Release Party

Thur | April 25th, 2024 | 5pm - 8pm
The Roxie’s 518 Valencia Space
forceofwater.com/sf
Happy hour, sneak peek footage, and panel
discussion centering community solutions in
the climate conversation. 

We all know that the majority of people most
impacted by climate change have not reaped
the benefits of the industrial advances causing
this crisis. Help us put their stories front and
center while we all work on the cross cutting
issues of water, renewable energy and climate.

The Film 
Follows two communities, one in Uganda and one in
Ecuador, as they mobilize to build their own piped
water systems. 

The Panel
How can we connect the people building their own
community-level solutions with global experts? This
panel will immerse us in the lives and work of
people living in rural communities on the front lines
of climate change. 

http://www.forceofwater.com/SF


Solar water pumping has the potential to save families
countless hours of time previously spent waiting in line,
hand pumping, and hauling water. We witness the
transformation possible when solar panels are added to a
water system far from the national power grid.

Who can solve the global water crisis? As our world becomes more water
stressed, how do we build solutions that will stand up to climate change?

A one hour documentary film by Green Empowerment & Nathan.works
Featuring ALTROPICO & The Water Trust

The film explores this reality through the eyes of local
community members and regional program staff working
together to build community wide water access.  As the
story unfolds, they meet challenges big and small. How
will organizers confront their neighbors who are not
showing up for communal work days? Will budget deficits
derail or reshape the projects?   And we begin to
understand the collaboration needed between local,
national, and international stakeholders to create lasting
change.

For
flowing through a tap is still a distant dream!

clean safe water

This one hour documentary film follows two communities, one in Ecuador and one in Uganda, as
they confront these global dilemmas and mobilize to build their own piped water systems.


